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About
At the same time, cybercrime in India has increased. Information technology practice and
technology litigation is fast emerging as one of the most lucrative practice areas. Lawyers and
business consultants have immense opportunity to develop a thriving practice in the following
sunrise industries: These emerging industries need capable legal professionals and
consultants, but there are few lawyers who know practical aspects of IT business, and most
lawyers are unable to provide high-quality legal support. One cannot become an effective IT
lawyer just by studying the Information Technology Act. If you want to practice in this area, it is
imperative to acquire a range of skills and industry perspectives. This course is built to fulfill
this need. Learn to negotiate, draft and conduct IT due diligences. Acquire a deep
understanding of the various IT industries and their legal needs.
Cyber law is the part of the overall legal system that deals with the Internet, cyberspace, and
their respective legal issues. Cyber law covers a fairly broad area, encompassing several
subtopics including freedom of expression, access to and usage of the Internet, and online
privacy. Generically, cyber law has been referred to as the Law of the Internet. Just like any
law, a cyber law is created to help protect people and organizations on the Internet from
malicious people on the Internet and help maintain order. If someone breaks a cyber law or
rule, it allows another person or organization to take action against that person or have them
sentenced to a punishment.
Computers and modern technology are taking up a lot of teens' time. While there are some
perks to technology, there are also some negative things associated with it. As a result,
incidents like cyber crime and online fraud appear in the society.
This Online Diploma Program Contain the Session of Study, Assignment and examination
pattern, through this mode Students can easily learn the cyber ethics without come to any
study center... Full time employee can join with out any boundation

Course Objective 
Develop the understanding of relationship between commerce and cyberspace; and
Enable learner to understand, explore, and acquire a critical understanding Cyber Law.
Give learners in depth knowledge of Information Technology Act and legal frame work of
Right to Privacy, Data Security and Data Protection
Develop competencies for dealing with frauds and deceptions (confidence tricks, scams) and
other cyber crimes that are taking place via the Internet;
Make learner conversant with the social and intellectual property issues emerging from
‘Cyberspace;
Explore the legal and policy developments in various countries to regulate Cyberspace;
The course deals with all the aspects of Cyber law as per Indian/IT act 2008. It also covers
overview of Intellectual Property Right and Trademark Related laws with respect to Cyber
Space.



1. Course Code                         : MPCEDON301
2. Course Name                       : “Diploma in Cyber Law”
3. Duration of Course          : 360 hours  ( 6 Months )
4. Minimum Eligibility        : Graduate
5. Course fee                             : 7650/- (including Registration fee & Exam Fee) + 18% (GST)
6. Course Contents               : 
 
1.     Introduction
2.    Fundamental of Cyber law & Crime
3.    Law Relating to Cyber crime and Electronic Evidence
4.    Intellectual Property Rights in the Cyber World
5.    Regulation of E-Commerce, E-banking transactions and related Laws
6.    Practical

Course Details

Job Oppourtinies
There is a tremendous scope of cyber law in India as the number of activities through internet is
on increase with the changing times, the requirement for cyber laws and their application is
gathering momentum and hence the career option as a cyber-lawyer seems very lucrative option
for students.
As for this branch of law is concerned, there are several job opportunities in private & Government
sector which are on its way for students who aspire to be into cyber law.

How to handle cybercrime - legal actions and procedures
How to enter into valid international transactions online, involving cross-border entities
across multiple jurisdictions
Negotiate, draft technology agreements and provide key strategic insights on various
technological transactions and contracts
How to perform IT specific due diligence and compliance activities for online businesses
Much aware about cyber crime, cyber law and IPR related issues and secure in   cyber
space with legal approach.

Trainee will learn

Cyber consultant in an IT firm, police departments, Banks Etc.
Research assistants in a law firm/technology firms, or as
Advisers to web developers, in the ministry of information & technology, corporate houses and
various law enforcement agencies
Cyber Law Professional.

FOR  POLICE  OFFICER,  IT  OFFICER,  GOVERNMENT  /

PRIVATE  EMPLOYEES  AS  WELL  AS  STUDENTS  ALSO

TAKE  AN  ADMISSION  IN  THIS  COURSE


